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Course contents:
We introduce kinetic theory, i.e. the theory that describes the behavior of rarefied gases at

a mesoscopic scale, a scale that can be considered as in between the microscopic scale (where
the gas is described as a set of a large number of particles) and the macroscopic one (where
the gas is described as a continuum fluid). This mesoscopic description models the behavior
of an average gas particle through statistical quantities, simplifying the detailed study of tra-
jectories and preserving information on the physic quantities of the system. Starting form the
classical free transport equation, we will describe the crucial role of the collisional operator
in several different models that can be derivated from physical assumptions (Landau, Fokker-
Planck, Boltzmann). In particular we will focus on the formal derivation of Boltzmann equation
(that models hard spheres gases) and on the techniques used to cope with its particular, highly
singular, collisional operator in the study of the Cauchy problem (cut-off theory, renormalized
DiPerna and Lions solutions, velocity-averaging Lemmas, perturbative solutions and lineariza-
tion). We will conclude the overview on kinetic theory dealing with the study of the Boltzmann
equation in the more physically relevant case of bounded domains, considering several differ-
ent boundary conditions such as in flow, specular reflection, bounce-back reflection and diffuse
boundary conditions.

A particular emphasis will be given to the mathematical aspects as well as to the physical
modeling and some numerical simulations.
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